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As Harry Potter works more wizardry with the opening of Diagon Alley, the only guide devoted
exclusively to the home of Orlando's hottest attraction keeps pace with the magic. This edition
updates details of the Wizarding World of Harry Potter―Hogsmeade at Islands of Adventure and
provides an in-depth review of the new Diagon Alley attractions at Universal Studios
Florida―including the first-ever park to park transportation system, the Hogsmeade Express.
The author's signature wit guides readers through the specifics of an effective visit. He covers
every ride and attraction (including the new Beetlejuice Show); major changes in CityWalk
entertainment district, and the all-new moderately priced Cabana Bay Beach Resort. PLUS: All
the ins and outs of Universal's front-of-the-line policies and special things to do with that special
someone."Damn near indispensible if you're planning on visiting the Wizarding World." – Jim
Hill, JimHillMedia.com

Damn near indispensable if you’re planning on visiting the Wizarding World. (Jim Hill,
JimHillMedia.com)About the AuthorKelly Monaghan has covered Orlando's non-Disney
attractions for over 20 years. He lives in Branford, CT, near New Haven.
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pclark, “Great book for planning!. I bought this book a few months ago and have been going
through it very well to find out all the info I can. I've never been to Universal Studios before and
really want to go for my son's 10th birthday and my birthday in December. Our main goal is to
see all of the Harry Potter stuff. Everything else would be an added bonus. One of the things that
I had been looking at are the hotels on the Universal property. This book gives you a pretty good
outline of the pros and cons of each hotel. I did figure out from this book that you can't use the
express pass on the harry potter attractions which was the thing that would've been worth it to
stay at one of their hotels. The book also goes into detail about all of the rides, how much the
food at the various places in the park costs and it even gives you a good day planner. The day
planner even has a different agenda for the Harry Potter fans, which is great for us!. Overall the
book is very helpful and helping to plan our trip and gives me a pretty good idea on how much
money I'll need. Great book! Definitely get it if you've never been to Universal Studios and want
something to help give you a good idea of things.”

Christopher Strazza, “Great for those who have already visited Universal Orlando!. I really
enjoyed reading this and realizing the author's excitement about this theme park! However, as
with a lot of these travel "authorities", the touring plans for each park are "wishy-washy". The
author simply does not commit fully to his suggested plans, making the consumer even more
confused. This is especially true if the reader has never visited Universal Orlando. For more
concise plans for any amount of days touring, one is still better off using the "Unofficial Guide"
for Universal Orlando. This book is great for those who want to read up more on what the Parks
have to offer, full descriptions of all entities and updated information.”

bfris, “Great book for what it is. Great book for what it is. We were mostly interested in Harry
Potter. The advice is spot on. Be early and plan out the rides. For those tempted to "just wing it",
you can do that in the afternoon when you're tired and you don't care if you get on a particular
ride.Also, for those with the means, I'd recommend staying at an onsite hotel. They have a deal
that let's you in 1 hr early. You present your room key and they let you past the barricades inside
the park. It doesn't seem like much, but that 1 hr is really nice. One day we got two rides in quick
succession (Minion Mayhem and Shrek) before the crowds descended.”

Sargentrock, “books to put 8-year-olds in charge! Fantastic Idea! The less Dad has to decide
the better!. We bought this for our 8-year-old who loves Harry Potter to get him excited about the
rides. He's read it all from cover-to-cover several times and has lots of great ideas and
suggestions for us for how to spend our time when we go there in a few months. Any time you
can get a book that puts your 8-year-old in charge you're bound to have a good time. We're
excited. I'll post a follow-up report with some pictures after the trip. He'll be in charge of planning
and suggesting, keeping in mind we have two more (a younger brother and sister). It should be



a great vacation...”

Janet Suphan, “Great guide book. Like others who have reviewed this, I am a Disney person and
had no idea of what to expect at Universal. Just vague ideas of Harry Potter. This book answered
all my questions and then some.It is very comprehensive and I like the way it is divided into
chapters and sections.Very easy to find specific information as well as presenting everything you
need to know about the park sections, resorts and basic how to get there information.I think
anyone interested in going to Universal whether for the first time or as a repeat visitor will find
this book is excellent”

RavenousReader123, “A must read for your trip to Universal/Islands of Adventure.. I have
perused many travel guides for the Orlando area, and this one was the most comprehensive and
user-friendly for Universal Studios/Islands of Adventure. This guide includes everthing from
touring plans to restaurant reviews to detailed information about the Universal resorts. I found
the detailed descriptions and ratings of the attractions to be extremely helpful in preparing for
our trip. My teenage daughter has PDD-NOS, and it was very helpful for her to be able to know
what she was going to experience on a ride *before* she got on it.I highly recommend this book.”

John M Frost, “Getting the Family Excited for Vacation. This is an informative and entertaining
guide for Universal Studios, Orlando. It's amping up the excitement for our family vacation in a
couple of months. It also helped me decide on some of the features we wanted when I made our
trip reservation, including the hotel at which we'll be staying. I hope it proves accurate when we
actually get there (I expect it will).”

lombardi4vr, “Good book. We downloaded this before we went to .... Good book. We
downloaded this before we went to Orlando and found the information useful. I would also
suggest loading the Universal app for use in the park; it was invaluable at saving us time on the
rides.”

EMU, “Five Stars. FULL of hot tips.....thoroughly reccommend”

Elizabeth Richmond, “Five Stars. Great read”

me, “Four Stars. Great detail on everything Universal.”

stephen, “Five Stars. came as expected”

The book by Denis Waitley has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 69 people have provided feedback.
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